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Fig. 1. Facility for production. (left) An expert in the control center dispatching (right) a worker on the shop floor, wearing a HoloLens, to
fix machine downtime problems.
Abstract— In this paper, we present the maintenance assistance user interface (MAUI), a novel approach for providing tele-assistance
to a worker charged with maintenance of a cyber-physical system. Such a system comprises both physical and digital interfaces,
making it challenging for a worker to understand the required steps and to assess work progress. A remote expert can access the
digital interfaces and provide the worker with timely information and advice in an augmented reality display. The remote expert has
full control over the user interface of the worker in a manner comparable to remote desktop systems. The worker needs to perform
all physical operations and retrieve physical information, such as reading physical labels or meters. Thus, worker and remote expert
collaborate not only via shared audio, video or pointing, but also share control of the digital interface presented in the augmented
reality space. We report results on two studies: The first study evaluates the benefits of our system against a condition with the
same cyber-physical interface, but without tele-assistance. Results indicate significant benefits concerning speed, cognitive load and
subjective comfort of the worker. The second study explores how interface designers use our system, leading to initial design guidelines
for tele-presence interfaces like ours.
Index Terms—Remote Collaboration, Telepresence, Augmented Reality
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I NTRODUCTION
where only physical interfaces or facilities need to be manipulated.
However, in a cyber-physical system, digital interfaces must be manipulated as well, requiring shared understanding of non-spatial aspects.
Collaboration in digital space is common practice for office workers,
who combine video conferencing with screen sharing and remote desktop interfaces. The expert will commonly operate the office worker’s
desktop computer remotely. In such a tele-assistance situation, the
physical interface (e.g., , feeding paper into a printer) must be operated
by the worker, while the digital interface is subject to mixed initiative
(both users take turns at operating the mouse). Oftentimes the digital
interface will almost exclusively be operated by the expert, in particular,
if the worker lacks technical understanding.

Technical facilities increasingly incorporate cyber-physical systems,
which must be operated and maintained using a mixture of physical and
digital interfaces. This evolution is not limited to industrial settings:
For example, many components of a modern car can no longer be
repaired with physical tools without access to diagnostic devices that
access the car’s software-controlled sensors and actuators. In industrial
environments, workers must learn to operate a mixture of conventional
physical controls, such as levers or buttons, and digital interfaces,
such as touch panels placed next to machines or desktop computer
interfaces in a control station. For maintenance and repair, workers
must access sensor telemetry data through diagnostic interfaces, while
cross-referencing the telemetry with sources on paper. Mastering this
multitude of information sources can be difficult. For cases where
the local worker’s competence is exceeded, equipment manufacturers
operate call-centers or send experts to customers at high traveling costs.
Consequently, tele-assistance has been proposed as a relief for workers and experts. Most tele-assistance solutions establish a shared presence of remote expert and worker via some form of audio/video link
combined with tele-pointing and on-screen annotation. One approach
is to combine tele-presence with augmented reality (AR) by letting
the worker wear a head-mounted display (HMD) with built-in camera and microphone. The worker has their hands free and does not
have to switch attention to a stationary screen in order to access digital
data. The remote expert can see what the worker sees, provide spoken
instructions, and point out relevant areas in the shared video.
These collaborations primarily target supporting the mutual spatial
understanding of worker and expert. They are sufficient in situations

In this work, we combine AR tele-assistance with shared operations
via a remote desktop-like user interface into a framework called maintenance assistance user interface (MAUI). Our system is able to display
web-based interfaces as overlays in the HMD. These digital interfaces
can contain any mixture of telemetry information, instructions and interactive widgets used to control the digital aspects of a cyber-physical
system. Since the worker is busy with the physical tasks, may lack
experience with the digital interface, or is simply overwhelmed by the
amount of information displayed in the relatively small field of view of
the HMD, the primary responsibility for configuring and operating the
digital interface is deferred to the remote expert. The expert helps the
worker to interact with the virtual and real world at the same time, thus
reducing the risk of possible failures or mistakes. MAUI was designed
with the intention of more efficient subdivision of work between expert
and worker, providing the following contributions:
1

• We analyze the requirements of AR tele-assistance for industrial
jobs, where remote operation and configuration of a user interface
by a remote expert is required.

Cognitive conditions during task performance are a key element
to success in many industrial situations. Maintenance workers must
frequently perform multiple repair tasks during one shift, requiring a
high level of flexibility and concentration. Therefore, recent research
has considered how reducing factors like frustration, stress and mental
load can improve overall performance. For instance, Baumeister et
al. [10] investigate mental workload when using an AR HMD. Funk et
al. [15,16] compare instructions delivered via HMD to tablet computers
and plain paper. Recently, Tzimas et al. [40] reported findings on
creating setup instructions in smart factories.

• We present details of the implementation of MAUI, which addresses the aforementioned requirements with its robust abilities
for sharing audio, video, digital content and control state in a
harsh industrial environments.
• We discuss results of a user study demonstrating lower task completion times, reduced cognitive load, and better subjective comfort on performing a maintenance task.

2.3

• We discuss the results of an exploratory study, orthogonal to the
first one, analyzing how web developers perform when creating
user interface content in the MAUI framework.
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Remote desktop tools, such as Skype [5] or TeamViewer [6], combine
video conferencing with remote operation. In theory, these tools have
the features required for worker-expert collaboration and can be made to
run on AR headsets such as the HoloLens. However, a closer inspection
reveals that the similarities to the desired solution are shallow. Desktop
user interfaces are operated using mouse and keyboard. They do not
work very well when one user has reduced resources (e.g., when using
a phone with a small screen) or when network connectivity is unstable.
Workers do not want to retrieve files and navigate them manually, while
they are tending to a task. Moreover, shared spatial presence between
worker and expert is not considered at all in desktop tools. Even reusing parts of desktop tool implementation in an AR applications turns
out to be hard because of the differences between desktop and mobile
operating systems.
Perhaps closest to our approach in this respect is the work of O’Neill
et al. [36] and Roulland et al. [39]. Like us, they present a concept
for remote assistance, focused on office printer maintenance. However,
unlike ours, their work relies on schematic 3D rendering of a printer
device, delivered on the printer’s built-in screen, and very few details
are provided on the implementation and extensibility of the system.
In contrast, MAUI is a comprehensive tele-assistance framework. We
describe details about its implementation, and evaluate the system’s
development and use.

R ELATED WORK

AR can help a worker by purely displaying digital information. Henderson et al. [23] have shown the benefits of AR in the maintenance
and repair domain. However, such pre-configured information sources
are often unavailable. In this case, a good alternative is to link the
worker to a remote expert providing live support. Dealing with a cyberphysical system adds the dimension of a digital interface, which can be
controlled locally by the worker, or alternatively by the remote expert.
Thus, our work is at the nexus of remote collaboration, interaction with
cyber-physical systems and remote desktop user interfaces. We provide
background to each of these topics in the remainder of this section.
2.1

Remote collaboration

Video transmission has been the enabling technology for tele-assistance,
since the pioneering work of Kruger [30]. Early work in this space [8,
41] was mostly constrained to desktop computers, due to technical
limitations. Recent progress in mobile and wearable computing has
brought video conferences abilities to the factory floor.
However, establishing a shared spatial presence at the task location still proves challenging. Experts need to visually experience the
worker’s environment. The video stream from a camera worn by the
worker will only show what the worker is seeing [9, 11, 25, 27, 31]. Giving the remote expert independent control of a robotic camera [20, 32]
is usually not economically feasible.
Apart from spoken instructions, most tele-assistance solutions let
the expert provide visual-spatial references, either via hand gestures
[25, 28, 35], remote pointing [9, 11, 17, 27], or hand-drawn annotation
on the video [12, 17, 20, 27, 37]. Hand-drawing is either restricted to
images from a stationary camera viewpoint [9, 12, 17, 20, 25, 27, 28, 31]
or requires real-time 3D reconstruction and tracking [11, 18, 19, 33].
2.2

Remote operation of desktop user interfaces

3

D ESIGN GOALS

In this section, we discuss insights from discussions with an industrial
collaborator and give an overview of our system design, including the
user interface components.
Our industrial collaborator operates manufacturing facilities for
mass-produced goods using large-scale machines. Workers have to
change parts, fix jams and adjust machinery. Most of the tasks involve
cyber-physical systems; e.g., in an adjustment task, the worker needs to
adjust a physical valve and then restore a setting on a digital interface.
In the maintenance procedures we considered, we found significant
motivation for using AR and tele-assistance. In most cases, live readings of machine telemetry are not accessible at the task location. A
common situation is that a second person has to keep an eye on a physical display or analog gauges, while the worker is performing a repair.
Providing real-time readings within a HMD drastically improves the
workflow. Furthermore, providing step-by-step instructions increases
the confidence of the worker and creates a clear reference frame for
consulting an expert.
One recurring statement in the discussions was that the pace of technology development is too high, and workers tend to be overwhelmed,
when new features – in particular, digital ones – are introduced too
quickly. The workers have a wide range in terms of age and come from
a diverse educational background. Not surprisingly, young ”digital
natives” seem to have an easier time adjusting to cyber-physical interfaces than seasoned workers close to retirement. To cater to all these
user groups in a flexible way, we adopted a strategy of introducing
levels of expertise into the digital interfaces, supporting the progressive
disclosure of new interface features as workers are learning.
Interaction techniques found in the standard user interface design
of a device such as the HoloLens, e.g., , a gaze-contingent cursor and
a handheld Bluetooth ”clicker” device, are not easily accepted by the
workers. Our objective was to provide a very gentle learning curve, so
we limited our initial design explorations to presenting 2D windows in

Interaction with cyber-physical systems

None of the remote collaboration systems mentioned in the last section
takes into account the special requirements of a task that must be
performed on a cyber-physical system. The dual nature of a cyberphysical system implies that each task will commonly consist of a
physical task (e.g., physical part mounted with screws) and a virtual
task (e.g., re-initializing a device after repair). It is crucial for the
worker to receive support on both aspects of cyber-physical tasks.
Recent work in interaction design is starting to consider such interactions with cyber-physical systems. Rambach et al. [38] propose
that every cyber-physical system serves its own data (e.g., sensor information, control interface) to enable new ways of interaction. Alce
et al. [7] experimentally verify different methods of device interaction while increasing the number of devices. A common design are
device-specific controls embedded in the AR user interface [13, 14].
Other recent work investigates AR in production and manufacturing
industries. Kollatsch et al. [29] show how to control an industrial
press simulator within an AR application by leveraging its numerical
interface, i.e., a device interface allowing to run simulations which
are partially executed on the machine. Han et al. [21] concentrate on
automated situation detection and task generation to give better and
more responsive instructions, e.g., for fixing paper jams in printers.
2
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Fig. 2. Example of a remote maintenance demo application. (a) Expert interface with an open document and shortcuts of remote commands, (b)
worker UI within a call (audio, video, data, commands) and live view of telemetry data shown as a graph.

the HMD in a style comparable to desktop interface, without any use of
3D geometry. Often, a detailed illustration is all it takes an experienced
worker to solve a problem, so rather straight-forward features can
provide good value and serve as motivating examples for workers asked
to adopt the new technology.
We also heard from workers who already felt sufficiently comfortable
with the AR system that registration of a CAD model with the real
machine in 3D could help them in locating sensors or other components
more quickly. However, we did not explore any use of 3D registration
in the work presented in this paper.
In contrast to the workers, experts are generally well-trained specialists, such as construction engineers. They often have extensive
knowledge in CAD models creation and a good understanding of cyberphysical systems. Therefore, the expert can be entrusted with more
detailed control of the tele-assistance system. The tele-presence system
should also give the expert the ability to judge the worker’s abilities
and decide on an appropriate course of action.
The tele-assistance system described in this paper was designed to
provide remote expert support to workers directly on the production
floor. Using a see-through HMD keeps the worker’s hands free, so all
visual elements must be embedded in the HMD view, and the need
for explicit interaction must be reduced compared to a typical desktop
interface in order to not distract the worker from the physical task.
Consequently, we formulated concrete requirements concerning
telepresence, multimedia and remote control features, to address the
requirements of potential applications. Worker features include:

App

HTML/JS/CSS definitions

Device
Commands

UI
Commands

Content
Commands

JavaScript interpreter
Framework

native
Communication
library

Platform
specific AV

Real-time priority

Peer

Normal priority

Peer

Fig. 3. The application software stack of MAUI with several native and
interpreted software layers.

The last feature, remote control, implies that a custom user interface
must be dynamically embedded in the tele-assistance application, alleviating the worker from switching apps or configuring the user experience.
The ability to change the user interface without touching the underlying
application makes it also easy to embed tutorial functions into the user
interface itself, which can be step-by-step enabled, facilitating a gentle
learning curve for the worker. Once the worker is sufficiently familiar
with the user interface, more features can be enabled, e.g., transitioning from 2D to 3D visualizations or enabling additional controls for
physical devices.
Finally, the industrial partners in this research project also required
to use established software technologies. We chose a web-centric
approach, inspired by Argon [34], which leverages existing developer
skills and allows for run-time extensibility.

• Initiating audio/video connections with easy connection management (phonebook, user discovery).
• A 3D mesh transfer function enables the worker to send a scanned
3D model of the current environment to the expert, including the
worker’s current position.
Expert features include:
• A screen capture module allows the expert to share screenshots
of running applications (e.g., CAD model viewer showing a cross
section of a broken machinery part) with the worker.

4 I MPLEMENTATION
MAUI uses Unity3D and runs on the MicroSoft HoloLens (for the
worker) and Windows 10 (for the expert). A native audio/video component component enables real-time recording, playback, encoding and
decoding of audio/video streams. Audio/video support can produce a
high system load in particular on mobile platforms, so using hardware
accelerated audio/video features on each target system was essential.
Therefore, we bypass the regular communication structure of Unity3D
in favor of calling device drivers on the target platform directly.
The communication component builds on a modified version of the

• Multimedia content in a representation-agnostic form (PDF,
HTML, images, links) can be transferred and displayed.
• Multi-page documents, such as PDF files, afford synchronized
navigation between expert and worker. Content can be enriched
with shared annotations.
• The expert must be able to control the worker’s UI, including web
content, but also triggering native interfaces of the cyber-physical
system.
3

Fig. 4. The worker’s view within the Hololens: (leftmost image) An error is reported, (right images) repair instructions are shown to the workers.

RakNet 1 library for the lower levels of the network stack. We chose
RakNet over alternatives such as .NET, since it is relatively lightweight
and enables unrestricted cross-platform support. To ensure high performance, these features use a native, multi-threaded implementation with
static memory allocation.
We rely on the ability of Unity3D to load and register third-party
libraries as components to support platform-specific features as well as
dynamic user interfaces. Asynchronous coordination is enabled through
event passing between components. Native libraries are developed in
C++, but can be scripted using C# and Javascript.
The resulting framework has only minimal functionality to call native
device functions, while all application code and user interface code is
loaded dynamically. Such code is written in C#, Javascript and HTML
and therefore interpreted at runtime. This allows arbitrary code changes
at runtime, useful for continuous delivery and, in particular, for remote
control.
In the remainder of this section, we describe details of the individual
system components, as shown in Fig. 3.

button” in the worker’s user interface, but can invoke functions directly
by name, or install new functions to extend the command set.
UI commands let the expert manipulate the user interface. This
includes remotely opening, closing and re-arranging windows, or modifying the user interface widgets to assume an arbitrary state.
Device commands wrap native functions on the peer device, such
as activating a flashlight or a sensor in a (non-extensible) JavaScript
library. Configuration options of the peer device, such as location or
WiFi SSID, can be queried dynamically to make the UI adaptive and
context-sensitive. For example, the expert may query the device for the
current location, and retrieve instructions for the facilities at the given
location from a building information system.
Content commands are used to transfer multimedia data (PDF,
HTML, images, links etc.) in a representation-agnostic binary form.
Within an industrial scenario one would transmit part documentations,
repair guides, images of broken parts or CAD drawings. Annotations
and multi-page synchronization are also supported.

4.1

In this section, we describe a repair process in order to illustrate a
possible workflow between worker and expert, as could happen in
MAUI.
The worker faces an issue with a personal computer, which fails to
boot. Therefore, the worker calls the expert by selecting the expert’s id
in the phonebook.
An audio-video call is established. The expert sees the worker’s
outfacing camera view, while the worker sees a live image of the expert.
After identifying the malfunctioning PC, the expert is able to obtain a
diagnostic message from the PC over the network: ”the fan stalled”.
The expert raises the error to the worker by selecting the corresponding
command in the remote commands menu. The remote command is
shipped to the worker and displayed.
The worker is unfamiliar with this error and asks for help and further
guidance. The expert replaces the error message with step-by-stepinstructions, depicted in Fig. 4.
While going through the steps the worker requires more detailed
instructions. The expert decides to take a screenshot of the worker’s
view and annotate the important areas where the fan-mounts are placed.
By pressing the Send button, the annotation is send and displayed in
the workers view.

5
User interface component

MAUI uses a custom HTML engine with JavaScript interpreter2 to
create user interfaces in HTML5, CSS and JavaScript. User interfaces
are rendered into texture maps and displayed on arbitrary polygonal surfaces inside the Unity3D view. Using web technologies lets a designer
easily create responsive user interfaces and application layouts.
Even though, technically, the JavaScript engine is just a plug-in
to the Unity3D game engine, JavaScript is promoted to the central
facility for UI development. However, both worlds are not separated:
An important property of the web-centric user interfaces is its native
integration into the Unity3D scene. Both the document object model
of the web content and regular game objects in Unity3D are exposed
to Javascript. Thus, 2D web content and 3D game objects can interact.
Apart from handling 2D and 3D events inside the Unity3D process,
JavaScript can also handle external events. Such external events can be
generated by web services (e.g., REST) or cyber-physical systems.
4.2

Remote user interface orchestration

The interpreted nature of MAUI facilitates remote orchestration of the
user interface experienced by the worker. All data transmitted between
communicating nodes in MAUI is either an audio/video stream or a
message in a JSON envelope. The JavaScript interpreter unwraps the
envelope and interprets the message. Since the message can contain
JavaScript code, MAUI does not have to enforce a distinction of data
and code. This implies that messages are directly executable.
For instance, instead of just sending an image, we can pack the
image into a command to create a new window on the recipient side and
display the sent image. Therefore, the recipient system does not require
an implementation of such functionality. If the shipped command is
given a unique name, it can be stored as data and later invoked by that
name to extend the set of user interface features.
Direct execution of messages allows the expert to quite literally control the worker’s user interface. The expert can invoke every function
that that the worker could invoke, both inside Unity3D and outside
(i.e., addressing the cyber-physical system). Note that this remote control operates on the level of framework activities and not on the level
of user interface events: The expert does not have to remotely ”click a

6

E XAMPLE SCENARIO

U SER STUDY

In the following, we describe a user study designed to evaluate how well
our system can support a worker in a task of repairing a cyber-physical
system. The results of the study are given in Sect. 6.4.
6.1

Conditions

We compared two conditions. In both conditions, the worker experienced the same user interface as part of a HoloLens application, but the
availability of the expert varied: In the first condition, self-navigation
(SN), no expert was available. In the second condition, expert help
(EH) through the MAUI software was available.
Self navigation In the SN scenario, the worker controls and navigates the user interface alone. All decisions need to be made without
external support, requiring to draw on one’s own knowledge and experience. SN allows the worker to have the full control over the user
interface with all its features, but the user does not have the ability to
add new elements or exchange the UI with a different one. For instance,

1 https://github.com/facebookarchive/RakNet
2 https://powerui.kulestar.com/
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Fig. 5. (a) User study equipment: faulty device (electronics box with lightbulb, with device id label on top, HoloLens and Bluetooth keyboard, (b)
Power cord with labeled outlets Labeled outlets, (c) The worker wearing the HoloLens has completed the task, and the lightbulb turns green.

a new control window for an additional device cannot be added. Only
the window layout can be altered before starting the procedure.

5. The worker has to press the start button in the device-interface
widget. The task finishes when the device lights up green.

Expert help In the EH scenario, the worker can ask for expert
help, and the expert can take care of the user interface. After establishing the connection, the expert begins supporting the worker via the
features offered by MAUI. Meta-information about the worker’s system
(e.g., OS-version, device-type, local environment, etc.) is conveyed
to the expert, guiding the experts in providing support. During UI
operation, the expert decides which content or windows are shown or
hidden, so that the worker can better focus on the task at hand. This
relieves the worker from having to go through potentially deeply nested
and complex menu hierarchies to retrieve required information.
We were especially interested in the preparation time before the
worker starts executing a particular task. This time encompasses the
effort needed to get all necessary instructions and instruments ready
to successfully perform the task. Based on preliminary testing, we
hypothesized that EH would cause less mental workload, have a lower
time to start (i.e., a reduced time between receiving instructions and the
first step being carried out), and create higher comfort for the worker.

6.3 Experimental procedure
We used a within-subjects design, where the conditions were SN and
EH. To balance the tasks, we alternated the order of conditions between
participants, and we alternated the plug position on the power-chord.
Each participant had to perform a training task first, followed by either
of the two methods. The training task consisted of a subset of the main
UI, but widgets had different names and the training task involved only
the smart lightbulb, and not the power cord. Between each task, a
NASA TLX [22] questionnaire was administered.
Participants completed a pre- and a post-study questionnaire to
gather basic personal information, experience with AR, preferred
method, and subjective difficulty. Before starting the user study, participant were asked to put on the HoloLens and adjust it to comfort.
They were explained that they were workers and had to complete a
maintenance task. The study began with the app starting and the faulty
device lighting up red.
The setup is depicted in Fig. 5, showing the faulty device (lightbulb
in box, with a non-working, unconnected and disabled power-supply
on top) with the id on it, the labeled outlets and the HoloLens with the
Bluetooth keyboard. Furthermore, a participant is shown successful
completion the task with remote expert support, as indicated by the
smart lightbulb lighting up in green.
The expert role was played by one of the authors, since we were primarily interested in the performance of the workers. Using a volunteer
as expert would require training the volunteer to become an expert first.
Interaction of volunteer expert and volunteer worker would then depend
on the training success, which we wanted to rule out as a confounding
factor.
The expert acted in a passive way, letting the participant decide
how much help was needed. In all cases, the expert asked for the
faulty device id to perform the search on behalf of the worker, and then
opened the lightbulb widget for the worker. The expert also pointed out
to carefully read through the instructions and to ask for help if needed.

6.2 Task description
We designed our evaluation to investigate mental workload and effort,
while performing a machine maintenance task. A module to control
networked home appliances was added to our base system. A smart
lightbulb (Philips Hue3 ) was introduced as the target device (Figure 5).
Timing data as well as other relevant statistical data inside the application was captured with a user-study component added to our framework.
Finally, we created two distinct worker apps, the SN app and the EH
app.
The task itself consisted of a combination of physical and virtual
procedures. The physical procedures included unplugging and replugging a power cord, pressing power buttons and typing on a physical
keyboard. The virtual procedures included interactions with the UI,
reading of instruction reading and triggering functions on the lightbulb.
The task had the following structure divided in five steps within a
step-by-step instruction list:
1. The faulty device lights up red.

6.4 Results
We tested 32 participants (4f), aged 21-40 (avg 28.9, median 28.5). Half
of the participants had never used a HoloLens before, and all of the
participants had used step-by-step instructions before. All participants
use a computer on a regular basis; 12.5% of the participants had never
repaired, build or assembled a computer before. All participants felt
that the training was enough to get familiar with the user interface.
A one-way repeated measures ANOVA found main effects on NASA
TLX score supporting our hypothesis (p < 0.05, F1,62 , = 4.55) that the
EH interaction method causes less mental workload while performing
a task. Fig. 6 shows the NASA TLX score distribution side-by-side
with the time-to-start timings distribution. In both cases, EH has lower

2. In both conditions, the worker has to open the instructions within
the UI (a list with nine step-by-step instructions) for the task.
3. The worker has to open the ”lightbulb” widget to control the smart
lightbulb. In SN, the worker must do this by searching through
the menu. In EH, the list is opened by the remote expert.
4. While following the instruction, the worker has to perform a
sequence of switching off power, unplugging, replugging, and
switching power on again. Power outlets are labeled by id, and
the instructions refer to particular outlet id for the replugging step.
3 https://www2.meethue.com/
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Fig. 6. (a) Boxplot of NASA TLX scores SN vs EH, where EH reached lower scores with a p-value < 0.05 (F1,62 , = 4.55) showing a significance
towards less mental workload. (b) Boxplot of Timings until the device got disabled. Timing SN vs EH, where EH reached shorter time with a p-value
< 0.05 (F1,44 = 5.84) showing a significance towards EH needing less to disable the device. (c) Scores for NASA TLX categories. From left to right:
(MD) mental demand; (PD) physical demand; (TD) temporal demand; (P) performance; (E) effort, (F) frustration. We found main effects on MD
(p < 0.05, F1,62 , = 4.61), P (p < 0.05, F1,62 , = 4.61) and F (p < 0.05, F1,62 , = 4.61) preferring EH over SN, but no effects on categories related to the
sitting position of the task (PD), the high completion rate (P), and short time it took to perform the task (TD).

scores, which supports our hypothesis. By comparing the scores of each
category with one-way repeated measures ANOVA, we found main
effects on mental demand (p < 0.05, F1,62 , = 4.61), effort (p < 0.05,
F1,62 , = 4.61) and frustration ((p < 0.05, F1,62 , = 4.61)), favoring EH
over SN. No significant effects were found on physical demand, temporal demand and performance. Reasons might be that physical demand is
low in our scenario involving a seated position and lightweight objects.
Since the overall task duration was short, temporal demand was low
overall. Concerning performance, we observed high completion rates,
which are later discussed in this section. Fig. 6 shows the NASA TLX
category scores and their pairwise distribution starting with mental
demand (MD) in alternating order SN, EH.
We measured time-to-start as the time until the worker disabled the
lightbulb. In case of SN, we started measuring the time when the worker
performed the first action, until the worker pressed the disable device
button. In case of EH, we started measuring when the participant
sees the expert (to avoid hardware related delays from camera and
microphone initialization).
Note how the tasks differed depending on the condition: In SN, the
participant had to perform actions like reading through menu entries to
open the right task, clicking, opening the lightbulb widget and entering
the device id into the search box. In EH, the worker had to talk to the
expert and read the device id aloud. Afterwards, the expert would raise
the lightbulb widget in the worker’s display.
Fig. 6 shows overall shorter timings of EH. A one-way repeated
measures ANOVA shows main effects on the time measurements, supporting our hypothesis (p < 0.05, F1,62 , = 4.55) that EH is faster with
high significance. In real-life maintenance and repair scenarios, conditions might deteriorate while performing a task. Therefore, it can be
very important to start acting swiftly.
In SN, 25% of the participants made an error, while, in EH, only
15% made an error. Overall, 8/32 missed the first step, either in SN

Questionnaire results After the experiment, we asked each participant which method was easier to operate. An overwhelming 90.6%
preferred EH over SN. In response to the question which method was
easier to get the information needed to perform the task, 87.5% preferred EH over SN. Fig. 7 (d) summarizes these numbers. Some of
the participants preferred SN over EH, which seems to be related to a
possible low trust placed in the expert. We consider this a problem that
must be addressed in the human resources structure of a company.
Additionally participants had to answer questions on a Likert scale
concerning UI navigation. Most participants found it easy to navigate
the UI and find specific widgets such as the one for the lightbulb.
Interestingly, some participants who answered that it was easy to find
the lightbulb widget actually had troubles finding it. One comment
was oh, it is written right there, i just have to read, implying that
the participant did not read the window title. These contradicting
observations happened only in the SN condition and show that at least
some of the participants did not spend full attention on the task. If a
lack of concentration is a common cause of problems, the cost of expert
support could be better justified.
The familiarity with AR across all participants is bimodal, split up
between slightly familiar and moderately familiar. Fig. 7 shows the
corresponding Likert questions. Few participants answered they were
somewhat familiar with AR. We did not note any specific correlation
of AR experience and performance.
User feedback The perceived behavior of the participants while
performing the tasks was very homogeneous. Half of the participants
had never used a Hololens before. Users generally liked our UI design,
but did not like the interactions prescribed by the Microsoft HoloLens
SDK, which uses a head-locked crosshair and clicking via the ”air-tap”

How difficult was it to navigate within an unknown UI?

How difficult was it to find the Device Interface?
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or EH. This gives us 85% task completion rate for EH and 75% task
completion rate for SN.
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Fig. 7. (a) Most of the participants were between moderately and slightly familiar with AR. (b) The ease of navigation within the UI was mainly easy to
neutral. (c) It was also easy for the participants to find the device-interface. (d) Around 90% of the participants preferred the EH interaction method
over SN and also found it easier to operate.
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gesture. A more sophisticated hand tracking [42] may provide a good
alternative.
Some users mentioned that buttons were too small and too closely
spaced. We found that this criticism is strongly correlated with one’s
experience in using the HoloLens. Our informal observation is that
small widgets are usable for seated users, but standing or moving
users require larger widgets. Given the limited display real estate of
the HoloLens, this implies the need for a radically uncluttered user
interface. In MAUI, the expert can take care of this requirement.
7

(a)

D EVELOPER STUDY

Fig. 8. New layout of Developer A. (a) Draft on paper of the attempted
layout. (b) Functional result after 2.5 hours of work.

In addition to the previous study concentrating on how the worker
perceives the expert instructions, we were also interested to assess the
characteristics of MAUI as a development platform. How easy or hard
is it to create user interfaces in MAUI? Easy development would not
only allow to quickly integrate new use cases into MAUI, but would
also potentially enable an expert to modify the user interface on the fly.
Thus, we performed a qualitative user study were we asked two
developers (A and B) with a web-development background (knowledge
of HTML, CSS, JavaScript) to create exemplary applications and userinterfaces based on MAUI. The developers were instructed to apply
workflows and leveraging the strengths of the provided framework.
They were free to choose what features to implement and how to realize it. Questions were encouraged at any time, and thinking-aloud was
encouraged. Each developer participated in a workshop-style introduction and immediately afterwards entered a design and implementation
phase, while being accompanied and observed by one of the authors.
7.1

Procedure

Participants took part in a one-hour face-to-face workshop provided
as an introduction to the MAUI framework. After the introduction,
they filled in an introductory questionnaire and started the design and
implementation phase (up to three hours). One author accompanied
the developer and answered API questions, since we do not have extensive written documentation at this point. To conclude, a second
questionnaire was administered, followed by an semi-structured interview. Finally a NASA-TLX assessment was done.
7.2

(b)

Fig. 9. Sample App Developer B. The improved version with the close
button on the left and the toggle and maximize controls on the right in
the top view. The original version with the controls grouped together in
the bottom view.

close next to each other encourages mistakes to happen. Pressing button in close proximity is easy for desktop users with a mouse, whereas
in AR (on the Hololens) selection is more brittle, especially if a mistake closes the window (see Fig. 9). Code changes were done to the
Javascript and JSON templates and therefore integrated seamlessly with
the application.
Another usability problem was identified within the PC repair instructions sample. Having the controls below the content always leads
to an extended head movement in AR. Placing the controls next to the
content allows for easier navigation without distraction (see Fig. 10).
It was easy for B to modify and improve selected samples. The
developer stated that MAUI did not diff much from conventional web
development.
Overall, both developers created presentable and working results,
one tackling the display real estate and one fixing usability problems
relevant for AR presentation. Within the short period of time, the developers were able to utilize the framework and to perform meaningful
changes to selected samples. B mentioned to not forget to check the

Developers and Results

In this section we give details about our two participants, A and B,
and discuss their experiences. A is a 36 years old male researcher at
Graz University of Technology. He writes code daily, but uses HTML/CSS/JS only occasionally. He is slightly familiar with Electron [3],
AngularJS [1] and other JS frameworks.
The basic idea of A was to improve the layout of a UI example
presented to him, giving the example a style more akin to contemporary
mobile apps. The re-worked application, depicted in Fig. 8, shows the
new layout, which offers more screen-space compared to the original
one. Since A has a strong C++ background, he was less skilled with the
design procedure, but highly productive with the provided framework.
Two bugs were found and immediately fixed. Most of the time was
spent on getting the layout to work appropriate. As he said, the provided
functions are very useful and helped with the implementation.
A felt neutral about how easy it was to create the experience and
that the presented way was slightly different to the traditional ways of
implementing web content. Furthermore, he felt that it was easy to use
the given material. This developer also mentioned that, with more time
and more thoughts on the design, better results where easily possible.
He was happy with the capabilities and how easily it was to integrate
web content with the existing Unity 3D application.
B is a 28 years old male researcher at Graz University of Technology.
He writes code daily and often uses HTML/CSS/JS. Furthermore, he is
moderately familiar with Electron and somewhat familiar with AngularJS and similar frameworks. This developer has a lot of experience
with jQuery [4].
Right after going through the provided examples, B immediately
pointed out usabilty issues. He made small, but impactful layout
changes. Having the window-control buttons toggle, maximize and

Fig. 10. Changes made by developer B to the PC repair task. The green
controls of the original version (left) moved next to the center image
(right) increasing usability, especially in AR.
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implementation within Unity3D-Application, to avoid incompatibility
with unsupported features e.g., css-property display: flex.
Nasa TLX shows nothing unexpected. The mental demand was
higher as normal for A, because of his limited use of web technologies. Both developers reported normal to good performance in selfassessment, possibly being more critical than an average evaluator
would. Frustration and effort where close to ”high” for A, whereas, for
B, it was close to ”low”.
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7.3 Discussion
The developer study shows that developers with basic web knowledge
can perform meaningful changes to existing applications and, given
enough time, could rather easily create whole applications themselves.
Within the industrial context, this aspect turns out to be of key value.
Today, an AR developer is expected to have special knowledge, such as
Unity 3D or C# to write an application for a commercial AR device,
such as the HoloLens. Lowering the entry gap by removing the requirement to have profound knowledge in 3D and C++ out allows to tap into
a larger pool of possible developers, as also observed by MacIntyre et
al. [34].
In a near future, where AR is commonly used, web content can be
generated easily, or it can be generated automatially by web service
portals to cyber-physical systems and the internet of things.
8 C ONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have presented MAUI, a collaborative platform that lets a worker
wearing an AR headset call a remote expert to help with operating
a cyber-physical system. MAUI combines spatial AR tele-presence
through shared audio/video with shared control of a web-based user
interface displayed in the AR headset. The expert can take full control
over the UI, relieving the worker of handling the digital interface and
letting the worker concentrate on the physical interface instead.
We performed a quantitative user study in order to compare both
interaction methods in terms of time and comfort benefits. The results
show that expert help was overwhelmingly preferred by participants
over working alone. Our user study results show that support from
an expert can reduce cognitive load and increase performance. In
particular, the time until the first physical action can be performed is
decreased, allowing a quick response in critical real-world scenarios
[24, 26].
Furthermore, two developers touching the presented work for the
first time were able to come up with meaningful results in a short timeframe of up to three hours. One improved the layout of the application
towards more screen-estate and one improved the usability especially
in AR (HMD).
A future study could also compare pure audio/video help with remote
UI help, but this study would involve more complicated aspects. A
study comparing different feature sets of remote help for AR would
also include whether the remote expert can observe all relevant physical
activities around the expert, if the expert can control IoT objects in the
worker’s environment, and so on.
In the future, we plan to extend our tests to real workers in a production environment and improve the aesthetics of the user interface
to fit modern design standards [2] . We plan to improve the widget
placement system over the standard solution (Microsoft Tag-along4 )
to reliably avoid situations where the UI blocks the worker’s view of
the physical objects. Moreover, we plan a user interface management
system for delivering tailored user interfaces to workers based on a
formal task description.
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